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The FinishLynx Road Cycling Silver Package boasts one of 

the most powerful and versatile photo-finish cameras 

available today–the EtherLynx Vision PRO with Extended 

Zoom. The Vision PRO’s ability to capture time-stamped 

results images at 3,000 fps and 2,048 vertical pixels means 

that no race is too fast and no finish is too wide. The 

camera’s adjustable frame rate and resolution makes it 

perfect for timing all types of events, from crowded stage 

races to velodrome sprints. The Vision PRO also comes 

standard with LuxBoost low-light capture mode and 

Electronic Filter Control to ensure high-quality image 

captures in difficult or dark light conditions.  

The Silver Package includes all the necessary mounting 

hardware, cables, software, and technical support needed to 

capture races immediately. Enjoy EasyAlign video mode 

and an on-board level indicator for simple camera alignment. 

The system also includes the ACM plug-in, which 

automatically records images as riders cross the finish line. 

Use FinishLynx to capture every crucial millisecond of high-

speed races with stunning accuracy. 

 The Vision PRO camera provides full-color, time-
stamped images for easy rider identification and results. 

 Extended Zoom provides image heights up to 2,048 
pixels for covering wide finish lines at any speed. 

 LuxBoost enhances the available light to allow for better 
image captures in low-light conditions. 

 Automatic Capture Mode enables photo-finish images to 
be captured automatically as riders cross the finish line. 

 The FinishLynx software is preconfigured to assist with 
cycling scoring options like calculating pack leaders. 

  

SILVER PACKAGE KEY FEATURES 

T H E  E T H E R L Y N X  V I S I O N  P R O  C A M E R A  

At the heart of the Silver Package is the EtherLynx Vision PRO camera. The 

Vision PRO is packed with features like EasyAlign, LuxBoost, On-Board Level, 

Electronic Filter Control, and Extended Zoom to ensure accurate results at any 

event, venue, or time of day. The Vision PRO can even be upgraded to capture 

6,000 or 20,000 fps, which makes it suitable for timing the world’s fastest races 

like horse racing and motorsports. 

Cycling events can vary enormously in their speed, distance, and formats. 

That’s why it’s crucial to own a timing system that is equipped to perform under 

any conditions. The Silver Package integrates all the features you need to 

capture accurate, immediate, and shareable cycling results at all your races. 

 

COMPONENTS 

 Camera - EtherLynx Vision PRO, color, timer-
enabled, 3,000 frames per second captures 

 5L600Zoom for up to 2,048 vertical pixels 

 EasyAlign 2-D Video Alignment Mode 

 LuxBoost Low-Light Capture Mode 

 On-Board Level & Electronic Filter Control 

 C-Mount 12-75mm Motorized Zoom Lens 

 Power-Over-Ethernet 

 Super Head Clamp, Geared Mounting Head, and 
Tripod for precision adjustment 

 All-inclusive Camera Cable set with Capture Button 
and USB-to-Serial Converter 

 Custom carrying case 

 LynxPad – Meet management software  

 FinishLynx – Multi-language* photo-finish software 

 ACM: Auto-Capture & Virtual Photo Eye Plug-in 

* See website for current list of available languages 
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T H E  F I N I S H L Y N X  C Y C L I N G  S I L V E R  P A C K A G E  

FinishLynx photo-finish timing systems add unwavering 

reliability to an otherwise unpredictable sport. That’s why Lynx 

technology has been trusted for years by world-class cycling 

events like the Tour de France, Tour of Beijing, US Olympic 

Trials, and other elite UCI races around the globe.   

The beautiful color images produced by the Vision PRO allow 

for easy jersey and rider identification at any sized race. But 

FinishLynx images are more than just finish line photos. The 

Vision PRO camera captures the finish line 3,000 times every 

second and each pixel is time-stamped with precision to 

0.00033 seconds. FinishLynx ensures accurate, immediate, 

and reviewable results no matter how close the finish. The 

FinishLynx software also combines photo-finish images with a 

wealth of rider information (name, affiliation, etc.)  to provide 

comprehensive results in real-time.  

The Silver Package is a smart, long-term investment that will 

continue to benefit your cycling program for years to come. 

Nothing you buy from Lynx will ever go to waste. The camera, 

software, plug-ins, and other accessories can all be upgraded 

at any time. Choose from camera add-ons like Wi-Fi data 

transfers, an internal battery pack, or higher frame rates up to 20,000 fps. Or enhance your system with an IdentiLynx video 

camera, RadioLynx wireless start system, RFID transponders, additional photo-finish cameras, or other compatible hardware. 

  

The Power of LuxBoost 

LuxBoost Low-Light Captures — The Vision PRO camera comes 

equipped with LuxBoost4, a premium feature that significantly 

amplifies the amount of light inside the camera sensor for brighter 

and higher quality images in low-light conditions. The photo above 

shows how dramatically LuxBoost can improve low-light captures. 


